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MISSION 

To support ALL 
students through 

talent  
development.  

To identify,  
challenge and  

encourage  
academically  
advanced and 

creative thinkers. 

Mrs. Dunn & 
Mrs. Marks 

Gateway Teachers          
Grades 4-5 

                    PBL/STEM 
4

th
 Grade: New Zoo Enclosures are on their way. 

Fourth grade PBL students surveyed their 

classmates to decide which animal would be the new 

addition to the zoo. Working with Numbers on the 

iPads, they input the results and created charts to 

analyze the data. They are in the process of research 

the chosen animals in order to make an enclosure 

placard and decide what will be needed in the 

enclosure for optimal conditions. Once all the 

research is done, they will construct the enclosures. 

5
th

 Grade: Planning a Field Trip to Space has proven to be challenging. Each student 

chose two trips from a menu. They are using the Numbers app in the iPads to make a list 

of all travelers’ expenses to compare food costs, entry fees, and transportation costs. 

Creating graphs comparing all the costs will help students decide which field trip to 

choose. After deciding where to go, students will research the planet and create an 

informational travel brochure.  

Advanced Math  
4

th
 Grade: 4

th
 Grade Math has been working on factors, multiples and division. They are 

working on finding the factors of counting numbers 1-100. This is no small feat, but with 

the help of some strategies, they are beginning to accomplish it. Students are using their 

basic multiplication facts to help with this task, but they are also learning how to divide 

and how to use divisibility rules to factor numbers. Once all the numbers have been 

factored, they will classify the numbers based on their attributes. They will determine if 

they’re prime, composite, odd, even, or square numbers. Playing the ‘Guess My Number’ 

game will be a fun way to apply their skills. 

5
th

 Grade: Classes have spent the last few weeks comparing and ordering fractions less 

than and greater than one. A variety of strategies were investigated and used such as 

following basic rules, using benchmark numbers to compare fractions on number lines, 

as well as finding equivalent fractions with like denominators to compare. We’ve worked 

together to discuss strategies and finally, students have been writing about the strategies 

they use to solve problem. Our next unit of study will be probability. 
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Advanced ELA 

 

 

 
4th Grade Reading:  Students are  currently reading the novel Sees       
Behind Trees by Michael Dorris.  This story enlightens readers to the              
challenges of ‘coming of age’ in the Native American tradition.  In our           
discussions we are analyzing the relationships between characters in the 
story, and how these relationships affect their daily lives.  Our focus is 
identifying how characters may change as a result of these relationships 
and life experiences.  Discussions include making connections with the 
novel to other novels, the world we live in, and our own life. 
 
5th Grade ELA:  Students are currently reading the book Paperboy by 
Vince Vawter. Our focus is on character development.  As we discuss 
the fascinating and unique story characters in the novel, students are 
exploring character traits and how those can be determined by           
analyzing  a characters’ thoughts, words, and actions.  Students will be 
analyzing the impact relationships have on the characters and the              
decisions they make. Ongoing throughout the year, students are                     
encouraged to make connections with their own life experiences. 

4th Grade  

Advanced Writing 

“PILOT” 

 
 

4th Grade:  It has been so wonderful to 
work with the incredibly enthusiastic  
writers participating in our new                   
Gateway writing block. Over the last few 
weeks, in the spirit of Halloween,                
students have worked on spooky              
stories.  Emphasis was on using               
senses and high level language to             
create a tone or mood in their piece of 
writing.  Students were also                             
encouraged to include an element of 
suspense to draw their readers in. To 
join in the theme of setting tone,                      
students enjoyed some holiday treats, a 
bit of spooky music, and shared their 
stories. 

DECEMBER  
8th & 10th  

OPEN HOUSE 
Please feel free 
to meet with us 

during the               
conference 1/2 

days at the              
BIS Gateway  
Office from                    

12:00-3:00 PM. 

 

Happy 

Thanksgiving! 


